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NEW PRINTING PROCESS:
WHITE, NATURAL OR ASH
•SHIRTS -sweatshirts, too!
•SPORT TOWELS
FULL COLOR, MULTI-COLOR SPOT,
ONE COLOR SPOT - ALL SAME PRICE!

ART REQUIREMENTS

#60558

FOR WHITE SHIRTS, AND SOMETIMES NATURAL OR ASH SHIRTS
PRINTED DIRECT TO GARMENT WITHOUT THE USE OF WHITE INK
For use with art files we are using Illustrator CS5, Photoshop CS5, and CorelDraw X4.
We can use the following file types:
Adobe Illustrator Vector
Adobe Photoshop PSD or TIF at or near 300 ppi original resolution
PNG at high resolution
PDF
EPS
JPEG clean at high resolution of 300 ppi or close
CorelDraw vector
The Illustrator, Photoshop, and TIF file types at hi resolution are preferred for our purpose.
There is no PMS color matching via this method.
VECTOR FILES, ILLUSTRATOR or COREL: Any 100% vector file will be at the highest
resolution we need, and it will be scalable, meaning that we can enlarge or reduce it as
needed with no loss in quality. Please be aware, though, if your vector file also contains
embedded or linked bitmap images, those images will be affected by enlarging or reducing
the size of the artwork. Also, we will not be able to know the resolution of that bitmap
image. Our only way to evaluate that part of the image is to look at it on screen to try to
observe the apparent quality.
PHOTOSHOP: These PSD or TIF files should be saved at the default professional resolution of 300 pixels per inch (ppi) at or near the physical size to be printed. However, if they
are not at this high resolution, do not “upsample” them.
PDF and EPS files: These file types are frequently simply “containers” that hold images
that could be anything from an Illustrator vector file to a low rez, poor quality jpeg, or
several other things. This is frequently another situation in which we can only evaluate
the image by visual inspection on screen.
Files that are too large to be email attachments can be uploaded to our FTP server at:
http://www.sendthisfile.com/f.jsp?id=5uMFwrUXNvcViuj82O2Ox2l3
You can email art attachments to us at: info@clearwatergraphicworks.com

